
There isn’t one way to interact with guests: preferences 
break down generationally, so hotels should provide many 
different communication channels.

YouGov is a global public opinion and data company

Diversity of Communication Channels

Research Methodology

It isn’t Price, Location, Amenities - they know 
about these when they book. 

So what really bothers guests?

What irritates guests about hotels?

ALICE commissioned YouGov — a third party, 
professional research and consulting organization — to 
poll the views of 1,219 adults. Fieldwork was undertaken 
in December, 2018. The survey was carried out online. 
The figures have been weighted and are representative 
of all US adults (aged 18+).

It is the service, and (to a 
lesser extent) the technology.
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ALICE is a hotel operations platform that empowers 
operational excellence and meaningful guest experiences. 
By bringing all hotel departments together with a single 
operations platform for internal communication and task 
management, ALICE helps hotel staff act as a team to provide 
consistently excellent service. 

hotels@facevalue
The first in a series of Insights about Hotels, By ALICE
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When communicating needs to hotel staff:

> Face-to-Face: 32% of guests - any age - said 
   they prefer to speak in person by walking up to a 
   concierge, front desk or other staff member directly. 

> Message: 15% of 18-34 year-olds enjoy texting.

> eMail: 17% of 35-54 year-olds want to email the 
   hotel before they arrive.

> call: 66% those 55 and older prefer to request their 
   needs by phone. 
 > Also, if the request is really special: More than 
           half  (56%) of those who make special requests 
           prefer to explain by calling the hotel directly.
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There is a direct connection between friendliness 
and bookings.   The top two influencers for guest 
decisions are ratings / reviews and friendliness.   
Our research found guests care most about:

Friendly Staff = Happy Guests = Good 
Reviews = More Bookings

Hotels will benefit by ensuring that their bottom 
line is focused on providing positive guest 
experiences, which will ultimately turn into 
positive reviews, and more bookings.
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